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Here's how to get FREE BOOZE from Aldi

Here's how to get FREE BOOZE from Aldi : The award winning wine range is already modestly priced, but now you
can get SIX bottles without spending a penny It sounds like the kind of offer that's too good to be true - free booze in
exchange for a few simple tweets.

But this is no scam, budget chain Aldi really are giving away bottles of their wine for NOTHING.

In return for three months of free drink, participants are asked to tweet their views on the tipples as part of the
supermarket's wine club panel.

Wine from Aldi T

Thirty budding wine connoisseurs are selected every quarter and during their tenure receive six free bottles.

Those chosen will also be sent a number of tasting notes to help describe the wine, from aroma to body and taste.

The only requirement is that each wine is reviewed in a 140 character tweet along with the #AldiWineClub hashtag.

Last month the supermarket won the accolade of best place in the UK to buy beer, wines and spirits after scooping
the title of Drinks Retailer of the Year at the Drinks Business Awards. Aldi's wine selection has also proved a hit with
professionals after a bottle of its rosé was named as one of the best in the world at the International Wine
Challenge. The winning wine, Aldi's costs just £5.99. The rosé made from Grenache, Cinsault and Syrah grapes is
just one of 41 Aldi wines to be awarded a medal at the competition..

Wine-lovers hoping to join the Aldi Wine Clubs' latest panel will have to be quick as the closing date for entries is
today (June 5). To apply, send an e-mail to wineclub@aldi.co.uk, including your name, the name of your Twitter
account and no more than 150 words explaining why you think you should be selected to become part of the Aldi
Wine Club. You will also need to provide proof of age.

And if you aren't lucky enough to be chosen this time, the panel opens to new members every three months. .
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